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SHINPEI NAITO Collection
Shinpei Naito is a cutting edge Japanese artist and graphic designer based in Berlin. He was born in Tokyo in 1977 and already at the
age of fifteen he discovered his passion for art while studying at a prestigious private art school in Japan. His talent soon blossomed 
and Shinpei Naito found his love and niche as a futuristic artist whose collaborations have led him amongst others into the arms of 
Adidas, MCM and Asics. His style is futuristic and fantastical, colourful and evocative. Weave your way in and out of his wonderfully 
wild world.

naito-studio.com/

LOQI & SHINPEI NAITO
It‘s a marvellous match. For LOQI Shinpei Naito captured a futuristic flowery fantasyland. Find Dancing Birds, Flower Dreams and
Flower Bombs on your LOQI bag, backpack, zip pocket and luggage cover. 
The style is just like you and me. Eye-catching. Extremely good-looking. Exciting.
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SHINPEI NAITO Interview
Still hungry? Learn more about our cutting edge artist reading the LOQI interview with Shinpei Naito.

Q. Craziest place in Berlin?
A.  Berghain the Nightclub in Berlin.

Q. What‘s the secret of creativity?
A. Eating a lot of Sushi.

Q. Pick two celebrities to be your parents.
A. Madonna and Michael Jackson.

LOQI ARTISTS Collection
LOQI collaborates with artists from every corner of the globe from Brosmind to Stefan Sagmeister, from Stephen Cheetham to Christoph
Niemann. We are always on the look out for our ever-expanding collection of diverse designs. We have collaborated with 37 illustrators. 
LOQI is always up to something new and different. 

Come on. Join us. 

The Shinpei Naito bags, backpacks, zip pockets and luggage covers can be purchased online at SHINPEI NAITO collection.
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